
Class, History, and Capital 

class 

e have already seen a couple of contenders for 
Marx's greatest soundbite: 'religion is the opium of 
the people'; 'the philosophers have only inter- w 

preted the world, the point is to change it'. Here is another, 
this time from the Communist Manifsto: 'The history of all 
hitherto existing society is the history of class struggle' (M. 
246). Under capitalism, so Marx argues, society is resolving 
itself into the struggle between two classes: bourgeois and 
proletarian. The bourgeoisie are the capital owning, exploit- 
ing class, whereas the proletarian class are the workers. Thus, 
there are those who do the work and those who live off the 
work of others. While the precise form of this basic relation 
will change from society to society, it is, according to Marx, a 
near universal phenomenon. It is avoided only by those soci- 
eties that are so primitive that everyone must work in order to 
survive, and those so advanced that they have achieved 
communism. 

Now you may fairly ask: who are these people who are able 
to live off the work of others? Here, of course, we don't mean 
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the unemployed, the elderly, or dependent family members. 
Rather we mean those who spend the morning banking their 
dividend cheques and the afternoon at the gym, on the ten- 
nis court or at the club. Or to be even more specific, we mean 
those who have the wealth to do this. There is a division 
between those who have little but their own labour to sell, 
and those who have the wealth (often inherited) to buy the 
labour of others in one form or another, even though they 
may also work too, because this is how they wish to live their 
lives. How can it be that society has organized itself along 
class lines? In Capital Marx considers the question of the 
origin of the division of classes under capitalism. 

[The origin of the division of the classes] is supposed to be 
explained when it is told as an anecdote about the past. In 
times long gone by there were two sorts of people; one, the 
diligent, intelligent, and above all, frugal elite; the other lazy 
rascals, spending their substance, and more, in riotous liv- 

ing. . . . Thus it came to pass that the former sort accumulated 
wealth, and the latter sort had at last nothing to sell except 
their own skins. And from this original sin dates the poverty of 
the great majority that, despite all its labour, has up to now 
nothing to sell but itself, and the wealth of the few that 

increases constantly although they have long ceased to work. 
Such insipid childishness is every day preached to us in 
defence of property. . . . In actual history it is notorious that 
conquest, enslavement, robbery, murder, briefly force, play 
the great part. (M. 52 1) 

Now at the most superficial level, dividing society into class 
terms might be thought to be a merely statistical exercise. It 
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is a matter of interest to know that people in society can be 
classified in this particular way; this is what we might think of 
as a 'census' conception of class. Just as we might want to 
know how many Hindus, or dentists, there are in the general 
population, we might also want to know how many members 
of the bourgeoisie there are. 

However, most researchers and social scientists will want to 
do more with a conception of class than this. Even retailers, 
who might survey sizes and place people in classes 'large, 
medium, and small' do this not out of pure curiosity, but in 
order to know the ideal proportions in which to manufacture 
their clothes. So here we are dealing with a predictive or 
explanatory notion of class. People are divided into classes 
on one basis in order to predict or explain something else. In 
the retail example, we classify in terms of size in the course of 
predicting purchasing behaviour. Market researchers and 
sociologists have their own, alternative, ways of dividing soci- 
.ety to explain and predict other features, often related to 
consumption behaviour. 

The Marxist account of class is also intended to have an 
explanatory and predictive function, but of a far more sig- 
nificant and fundamental nature. The initial classification is 
made, we have already seen, on the economic grounds of 
what people own and what they have to do to achieve a living. 
Yet classes are said to 'struggle' against each other. In many 
cases the struggle will be a personal one: the worker wishes 
for higher wages and a lesser working day; the capitalist for 
lower wages and a longer working day. Marx observes both 
sides have equal right, and 'between equal rights force 
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decides' (Capital 344). Many chapters of Capital are devoted 
to detailing this fight. The power lies first almost entirely with 
the capitalist, but with the organization of trade unions and 
the development of factory inspections and health and safety 
legslation the balance slightly shifts, although every small 
victory is the result of immense effort. 

Part of the development of the process is the awareness 
among members of the proletariat that they have a common 
interest in measures to advance their position. Similarly the 
bourgeoisie come to realize that, although economically they 
are competitors, politically they had better form alliances to 
protect their collective interests. So, Marx predicts, in the 
course of their individual struggles both sides will develop 
'class consciousness7; i.e. each person will become conscious 
of themselves as a member of a particular class. This now 
takes us to a new level, for at this point the class will be 
capable of acting as a class, rather than as a group of indi- 
viduals who simply happen to have something in common. In 
this sense, for Marx, classes are real agents, which dis- 
tinguishes them from the market researcher's constructions. 
They are much more than a handy form of classification. 
They are the means by which world-historical change is 
effected. Indeed the antagonism between the classes pro- 
vides a mechanism for replacing capitalism with something 
more humane: communism. Only in communism can we 
transcend class differences. Communism will be, so it is 
claimed by Marx, a classless society. Our first task, though, is 
to set out Marx's underlying theory of history: historical 
materialism. 
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Mam's theory of history, according to George Bernard Shaw 
in his Intelligent Woman's Guide to Capitalism and Socialism, tells 
us that 'a society marches on its stomach, and its stomach 
greatly influences its brains'. Clearly there is a little more to 
the theory than this, but it is, at least, a start. What next? Here 
is Engels's attempt at a summary from Socialism: Utopian and 
Scientific 

I use the term. . . 'historical materialism', to designate that 
view of the course of history which seeks the ultimate cause 

and the great moving power of all historical events in the 

economic development of society, in the changes in the 

modes of production and exchange, in the consequent div- 
ision of society into distinct classes, and in the struggles of 
these classes against one another. (SUS 17) 

There are several fundamentally different understandings of 
this theory, and if someone else had written this book you 
might well be presented with a quite different account. 
Although frustrating, this divergence in interpretation 
shouldn't be a surprise. Marx never spelt out his theory in 
full. Rather it is implicit throughout many of his writings, and 
needs reconstructing. The interpretation I shall follow takes 
as its inspiration just two pages in which Marx briefly sum- 
marizes what he describes as the 'guiding thread' of his life's 
work; pages later described by the Austrian Democratic 
Socialist, and literary executor of Engels, Eduard Bernstein 
(1 850-1932), as a 'concise and decisive' statement of Marx's 
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views, which has 'Never been found elsewhere with equal 
clearness. No important thought concerning the Marxist 
philosophy of history is wanting there' (Evolutionary Socialism, 
3) .  These pages appear in a work now known as the 1859 
Preface. It was written as a preface to a book on economics 
called Contribution to a Critique of Political Economy. 

The essential feature of this interpretation is that it under- 
stands Marx as presenting a systematic account of the nature 
of historical development, which includes firm predictions 
about the future course of history. Others have interpreted 
Marx as rather less ambitious, with many interesting observa- 
tions to make about society understood historically, but with 
less commitment to the idea that history must follow any 
particular path. The 1859 Preface, however, suggests a highly 
systematic theory. But, you may ask, if Marx says that this is 
the guiding thread of his thought, why doubt its reliability as 
a sketch of his real view? 

Critics point out, however, that the Critique of Political 
Economy was soon replaced by Marx's masterpiece, Capital 
Volume 1, and went out of print. The fact that Marx didn't 
reprint the Preface has led some to argue that it should not 
be considered so central after all. (Although, in fairness, we 
should note that an abbreviated version appears as a footnote 
in Capital; see Capital 175.) It has also been pointed out that 
it can hardly have been central to Marx's thought because it 
contains no explicit mention of class struggle. And the fact 
that this work had to be approved by the police censor adds 
further to the complications: might Marx have deliberately 
masked aspects of his ideas? 
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So there is fierce controversy over whether it is legitimate 
to assume that these few pages should have such weight in 
the interpretation of Marx. Here we shall cut through such 
disputes by the simple expedient of not entering them, and 
blithely assume that Marx meant it when he said that the 
theory set out represented the guiding thread of his thought. 
Indeed most of the things Marx says in the Preface are 
repeated in many other works. The novelty is that only in the 
Preface are they all brought together. 

To understand Marx's theory it is helpful to begin with a 
simplified picture before we enter a few complications. 
Marx's leading thought is that human history is essentially 
the story of the development of human productive power. We 
human beings differ from most animals in that we act upon 
nature to produce the things we want and need. The driving 
motor of human history is the development of our methods 
of production, which become ever more complex, ingenious, 
and elaborate. In this we differ from all animals. Such devel- 
opment however, always takes place within some economic 
structure or other-slavery, feudalism, capitalism, or, one 
day, communism. But economic structures supplant one 
another. Feudalism turned into capitalism, for example. 
What explains this? 

Marx's idea is that economic structures rise and fall as they 
further or impede human productive power. For a time- 
perhaps a very long time-an economic structure will aid the 
development of productive power, stimulating technological 
advances. Yet, Marx believes, this will typically last only so 
long. Eventually any economic structure (except, apparently, 
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communism) starts to impede further growth. In Marx's 
terminology, it 'fetters' further development of productive 
power. Technology just cannot grow within the existing eco- 
nomic structure. At this point the economic structure is said 
to 'contradict' the productive forces. But this contradiction 
cannot continue indefinitely. There will come a time when 
the economic structure cannot hold out any longer, for it 
cannot hold up progress-the development of the product- 
ive forces-for ever. The ruling class will begin to lose its grip, 
and, at this point, Marx says, the economic structure will be 
'burst asunder' leading to a period of social revolution. Just 
as one form of society is replaced by another, one ruling class 
falls away and another becomes dominant. This is how 
capitalism is said to have replaced feudalism, and will be how 
capitalism falls to communism. 

Until the very end of the last sentence many readers, no 
doubt, will have found little to object to in the theory as 
depicted. It seems plausible enough that human history is 
the story of the development of human productive power. 
And plausible enough that forms of society rise and fall as 
they frustrate or impede that growth. But accept these inno- 
cent sounding claims and, it seems, you have swallowed histor- 
ical materialism, and in doing so have become a Marxist. Oh. 

Of course, nothing is quite so simple. It might, for 
example, be possible to accept the broad lines of the theory 
but question the predictions Marx attempted to draw. But we 
need more detail before we can assess anything. 

So far I have mentioned two distinct elements in Marx's 
theory of history: first, human productive power and second 
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the economic structure. This idea of the economic structure 
is best understood in terms of examples: slavery, feudalism, 
capitalism, communism. It is characterized by the dominant 
'relation of production'. So, for example, a society where 
production is carried out by workers who hire out their 
labour power to others who have the wealth to purchase it 
has a capitalist economic structure. On the other hand a 
society where production is carried out by people who are 
the legal property of others has an economic structure of 
slavery. The particular type of class division within a 
society, thus, is a mark of the type of economic structure it 
has. 

We now need to add a third element, the political and legal 
'superstructure'. This includes, naturally enough, the legal 
and political institutions of society, such as laws, law courts, 
and parliamentary procedures. Marx's image of society is 
architectural. At the most basic, providing society's founda- 
tions, are the 'productive forces'; what we have so far called 
human productive power. At the next level up we have the 
economic structure (also, confusingly, known as the base), 
and, above that, the legal and political superstructure. 

With these ideas in hand we can state the central claims of 
historical materialism with a little more precision. First there 
is what has been called 'the development thesis'. This we 
have already encountered. It says that the forces of 
production tend to develop over time (in other words 
human productive power tends to grow). We become cap- 
able of increasingly advanced production, producing more 
and more in less time. Next there are two 'primacy theses'. 
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The first states that the level of development of the product- 
ive forces within a society-its available technology-will 
determine the nature of its economic structure. In Marx7s 
famous example from his Poverty of Philosophy, 'the handmill 
gives you society with the feudal lord, the steam-mill gives you 
society with the industrial capitalist' (M. 2 19-20). 

Why should this be? Why should the nature of technology 
available to a society determine its economic structure? In 
Wage-Labour and Capital, Marx illustrates his point with a 
military example: 

With the invention of a new instrument of warfare, firearms, 
the whole internal organization of the army necessarily 
changed; the relationships within which individuals can con- 
stitute an army, and act as an army, were transformed and the 
relations of different armies to one another also changed. (M. 
281) 

In other words to make an efficient use of developing tech- 
nology we may have to change our patterns of work, and this 
change may lead to a change in authority structures. For a 
more detailed military example, consider the introduction of 
a mobile field gun. Suppose three people are needed to 
operate it. Now in a military context there is only one sens- 
ible way of using such a gun; put one of the three in charge of 
the other two. For otherwise there may be futile, or even 
damaging, disputes about when and how to use it in battle. 
So one must be given the final say: power over the other two. 
This, in turn, needs to be supported by a whole system of 
sanctions and punishments for those who dare to disobey, if 
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power is going to amount to anything. Now although these 
relations come out very clearly in the military context, the 
same is true, if harder to detect, in an economy as a whole. 
Consider the massive and rapid development of technology 
during the industrial revolution. This led to ever changing 
methods of work, and with this, shifting customs, norms, 
patterns of ownership, and authority structures. On a smaller 
scale we see something akin to this today as the development 
of the internet has changed patterns of work and economic 

power. 
This leads us to Marx's second primacy thesis, which states 

that the nature of the economic structure of a society deter- 
- 

mines the nature of its political and legal superstructure. The 
idea is that the economic power of the ruling class must be 

protected and consolidated, and the political and legal 
superstructure adjusts itself to bring this about. We have 
already seen a version of this thesis when looking at Marx's 
Early Writings. The liberal state presents itself as neutral 
between individuals, and a fair arbitrator between conflicting 
claims. For Mam this is a masquerade. The reality is that the 
liberal state exists to consolidate the interests of the bour- 
geoisie. This is the realm of Marxist social theory. Although 
very subtle accounts exist, the crudest are the most familiar. 
The hand of big business is everywhere; funding political 
parties; influencing the system of justice; setting electoral 
agendas and so on. In sum, law and politics are in the service 
of industrial capital. The superstructure serves the economic 
interests of the ruling class, thus consolidating the economic 
structure. 
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1s it really like this? If it is, why are trade unions allowed? 
Why do universities have Arts Faculties as well as Engineering 
(indeed, why allow the teaching of Marxism) ? Why don't the 
multinationals win every one of their court cases? Marxists 

have an answer to this too. Although law and politics serve . 

economic interests, it is not in the interests of the economic 

elite for this to be too widely known. So capitalism needs 

capitalists to lose a few court cases, and to allow a few people 
to graduate with Latin degrees, to cover its tracks. It cannot 

afford to be too obvious. 
This will be a satisfying position to hold for those who 

believe it. Those who do not will be in a more frustrating 
position: any apparent evidence of politics and law acting 
against the interests of the capitalist class will be taken by 
Marxists as further examples of the fine job capitalism does 
putting people off the scent. The idea that everything can be 
made to confirm the truth of Marxism was ridiculed by its 
vitriolic critic, Karl Popper ( 1902-1 994), who Wrote of his 
experiences as a young student in Vienna in 1 g 19: 

A Marxist could not open a newspaper without finding on 
every page confirming evidence for his interpretation of his- 

tory; not only in the news, but also in its presentation-which 
revealed the class bias of the paper-and especially of course 
in what the paper did not say. (Popper 35) 

Yet the sensible Marxist position is to say that real-life politics 
is determined by many factors, including class struggle, 
in which from time to time the workers-and even 
the intellectuals-will win out. But in the long-term the 
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bourgeoisie will win the great majority of the important 
political and legal battles, at least for as long as they are 
economically dominant. 

But let us press on. We have the development thesis 
(human productive power tends to grow) and the two pri- 
macy theses which together tell us that the nature of the 
economic structure is explained by the productive forces, 
and that the nature of the superstructure is explained by the 
economic structure. We should add, too, that the dominant 
ideas in society are also determined by the needs of the eco- 
nomic structure. As Marx says both in the German Ideology and 
the Communist Manifesto: 

The ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling 
ideas. . . . The ruling ideas are nothing more than the ideal 
expression of the dominant material relationships which 
make the one class the ruling one, therefore, the ideas of its 
dominance. (M. 192,260) 

Here lies the Marxist theory of ideology. So, for example, not 
only does this society have the institution of private property, 
and the surrounding fabric of property laws, we also have a 
very strong moral taboo against theft. Not only do we have 
the institution of employment, and extensive provisions of 
employment law, we have also internalized the attitude that 
unemployment-even when involuntary-is almost a moral 
failing. Thus not only do we see law and politics adapting to 
the needs of capitalism, the very ideas people have are also 
generated the same way. This includes ideas of morality, 
religion, and metaphysics (M. 1 80). 
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However compelling, or otherwise, this may be, it may, as 
yet, be very unclear what any of this has to do with the idea of 
the coming of communism. Couldn't one believe everything 
that has been said so far, yet have no view at all about the 
likelihood of communism? In fact, we have, as yet, seen 
almost nothing about how one form of economic structure 
gives way to another. 

Of course, for Marx, capitalism not only has an ending but 
a beginning. That is, before capitalism there was feudalism. 
We will look at the birth of capitalism for the insight it may 
give us into the question of how it might die. According to 
the official Marxist account, feudal economic structures gave 
way because they were unable to develop the productive 
forces. They were ultimately replaced by capitalist structures, 
which could. 

Here is the story of feudalism's sad end, according to 
Engels in his powerful and wonderfully readable pamphlet 
Socialism: Utopian and Scientific, and Marx in the superb final 
few chapters of Capital Volume 1 .  Production under 
feudalism-and here the discussion concerns production in 
the towns, not agriculture-took place within the confines of 
the Guild system. To produce any item and offer it for sale 
one had to be a member of the appropriate guild. To be a 
member one would have had to pay for a licence, purchased 
from the local lord, and licences were kept in short supply, to 
keep the price up, and so maximize revenues for the lord. 

In consequence feudal producers were protected from 
competition by the law, and further protected themselves by 
the means of 'trade secrets' passed on only to initiates (much 
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like the Magic Circle). Feudal handicraft, accordingly, was 
carried out by craftsmen and apprentices in time-honoured 
fashion. It was, we saw, for Marx one of the paradigms of 
non-alienated production. 

Protected as it was, there was no internal incentive in this 
system for anyone to break up this cosy rhythm by the intro- 
duction of the division of labour within the production unit. 
Of course there was what Marx calls the social division of 
labour-some made chairs, some made shoes-but each 
craftsman would tend to make the whole object. No doubt 
there was some division of labour. Perhaps the apprentices did 
the easy bits, or the bits that didn't show, but there was noth- 
ing like the concentration on minute tasks that we see with, 
for example, production line techniques under capitalism. 

So described it is apparent that feudalism fettered the 
development of human productive power. It impeded the 
introduction of new, highly effective, forms of production, 
where producing a single commodity may be the combined 
task of many people, each expert in their little corner of the 
production process. Adam Smith had been so impressed with 
the miracle of the division of labour that he opens The Wealth 
of Nations with an unlikely peon to a pin factory. An unskilled 
workman working alone, claims Smith, could barely make a 
single pin in a day, and certainly not more than twenty. But 
Smith notes that modern manufacture has broken down the 
production of a pin into about eighteen separate tasks, and 
claims that in a factory where these tasks are divided between 
ten men, each a specialist in just one or two, it is possible to 
produce 48,000 pins a day, rather than the 200 that might, at 
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best, have been created had each worked independently. 
Smith argues that wherever the division of labour is intro- 
duced, production increased dramatically. (Of course, as we 
have seen, Smith was not blind to the stultifying effect that 
this had on quality of work for the worker.) 

Its inability to harness the potential of the division of 
labour, for it had no incentive to, led to the downfall of feu- 
dalism, says Marx. For, he writes, a new class of adventurers, 
wealthy from its plunder of the New World and the colonies, 
was able to set up production outside the physical and legal 
confines of the feudal towns, in the seaports or countryside. 

The discovery of gold and silver in America, the extirpation, 
enslavement and entombment in mines of the indigenous 
population of that continent, the beginnings of the conquest 
and plunder of India, and the conversion of Africa into a 

preserve for the commercial hunting of blackskins, are all 
things which characterize the dawn of the era of capitalist 
production. (Capital g 15) 

Producing cheaper goods, and selling into the same markets, 
this new class of manufacturers eventually gained economic 
ascendancy, replacing the now out-moded Guild producers. 
This is the core of the downfall of feudalism. 

Now, in the 1859 Preface Marx distinguishes the 'social 
revolution' from the 'ideological forms in which men 
become aware of this struggle and fight it out'. No doubt this 
distinction could be read in various ways, but one way is to 
postulate that Marx is making a distinction between the eco- 
nomic revolution, in which one type of economic structure 
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replaces another, and the political revolution, in which a new 
class grasps formal political and legal authority. Accordingly, 
the feudal relation of the lord who licensed the Guilds was 
replaced by capitalist and worker. This included not only new 
methods of production, but new authority structures and 
expectations. The apprentice would have worked in the 
reasonable hope that one day he would become a guildsman 
in his own right. But any member of the proletariat who 
thinks that, in the natural course of events he will become a 
capitalist, has another think coming. 

So we have seen how the economic revolution took place, 
at least according to Marx and Engels. But how about the 
political revolution? Although from the point of view of the 
history books, it was massively significant, Engels presents 
this, at least in England, as a long drawn-out sequence of 
relatively minor events. It began, perhaps, with the 'Glorious 
Revolution' of 1688, in which James I1 was deposed in favour 
of William and Mary, and the establishment of the Bill of 
Rights of 1689, which provided for the ascendancy of par- 
liament over the monarch. The final victory was won in 1846, 
with the repeal of the Corn Laws, which had prevented the 
importation of corn, and thus kept corn prices, and hence 
the price of bread, artificially high. Presented as a victory for 
the workers, the real beneficiaries were the bourgeoisie, who 
were able to pay lower wages without starving their workers. 
The losers were the aristocratic landowners, who lost their 
protected market position and the excess profits that went 
with it. Slowly but surely, the rule of the aristocracy, by means 
of the monarch, was replaced by the rule of parliament, 
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controlled by the capitalist class, and the creation of a 'con- 
stitutional monarch' who became no more than a figure- 
head. Events took a swifter and rather more exciting turn in 
France, of course, but to similar effect. 

All the elements are now in place. Feudal economic struc- 
tures fettered the development of the forces of production. 
When the opportunity arose, a new class attempted other 
types of economic relation and these were able to harness 
more developed productive forces, and accelerate their 
further development. The resulting economic revolution 
weakened the feudal aristocracy's political hold, and the 
subsequent slow-burning political revolution finally ousted 
them from this last remaining stronghold. 

Consequently a new, capitalist, epoch was born. A capitalist 
economic structure was eventually combined with the rule of 
the bourgeoisie. In other words the superstructure consoli- 
dated and stabilized the new capitalist economic structure. 
Largely owing to the intrinsically competitive nature of capit- 
alism the development of the productive forces surged 
ahead, and capitalism unleashed previously undreamed of 
technological development, which continues to this day. For, 
as Marx remarks in the Communist Manifesto: 'the bourgeoisie 
cannot exist without constantly revolutionizing the instru- 
ments of production' (M. 248). Innovate or die is the logic of 
capitalism. 

Now Marx confidently believed that, just as feudalism had 
fettered the development of the productive forces, so, even- 
tually, would capitalism. Indeed Marx, at times, thought that 
he was witnessing such a thing. Capitalist competition would 
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turn from being an engine of technological development to 
a major impediment. But how could this happen? The 
answer lies in Marx's economic analysis of capitalism. 

The economics of capitalism 

Capital Volume 1 ,  the greatest revolutionary work of the 
nineteenth century, an insurrectionary text of the highest 
order, starts with a surprisingly mundane project: 'The 

wealth of those societies in which the capitalist mode of pro- 
duction prevails presents itself as "an immense accumulation 
of commodities"; its unit being a single commodity. Our 
investigation must therefore begin with the analysis of a 
commodity' (M. 458). 

Each commodity can be understood as a 'use-value9-that 
is as an object with a particular use-and as an 'exchange 
value9-something that can be exchanged against other 
commodities in particular ratios. Marx believes that the 
notion of use-value is relatively unmysterious, for common 
sense or science can tell us why commodities have the uses 
they do. Indeed all societies muct produce use-values (things 
with use-value) if they are to survive. Exchange value should 
strike us as a more surprising phenomenon; what explains 
the ratios in which commodities exchange against each 
other? Why should one quarter of corn have the same value 
as x hundredweight of iron? Mtrx's answermisthat eve3;v;Ging 
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production, ,and in acquiring the raw materialskff~mxbich 
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the . o b j e - - a & & . s ~ U L ~ , ~ ~ & s o ~ a ~ .  In short, the 
quantity of the ultimate labour input explains the value of 
the finished commodity. Bundles of commodities with the 
same labour input will have the same value. This explains 
exchange ratios. Exchange value is a historically contingent 
phenomenon. For it can only occur in those societies in 
which exchange takes place. 

To put the labour theory of (exchange) value somewhat 

more strictly, Marx argues ---* that the value U.U.U awi~rl. of a commodi%js C . .- .,.- ., - -- - 
determined by the 'socially necessary~.,lab,07u,~e,.required 

.U*, >."y~d---'+~-~ , .< X, iii ,* ,- .- 
for its pt-adu-~,~.og. 'Socially necessary' means 'applied with 
the normal level of skill and exertion for that branch of 
industry', and is introduced to avoid the 'lazy or inefficient 
worker' problem. If value were determined by actual 
labour time then a commodity produced by a slow worker 
should be worth more than the identical commodity 
produced by a standard worker. Introducing , .,  ,,....,,. - .:.,, ..,. :..! ,... .*.;:.L the .,*, "*.~. idea .--....,-?., that ,.. .. 

values are proportionate not to actual labour time but to 
I.. .* .-,.. ill*, . _..,"*_,(^in)_ YYly", 

,,,--,* . 
+*a" ..1,,w1,8,%. * ..> ..,..... : ; ,. .. "., . . ... 1--*-- ----...--,,"..,..i--~--i. 

socially ,_._. ,_. - .  necessary A ..... i __.. 1ab"our Si%e avoids this absurdity. So now - . >  , .  . . . , . , . . . . < . '  . . : . - '. 
we have the initial statement of Marx's labour theory of 
value. It is introduced as a theory of relative price 
(although the final picture is massively complicated by 
Marx's arguments in CapitalVolume 3, which we shall leave 
to one side here). 

Nothing very revolutionary about this so far, either in eco- 
nomic or political terms. The classical economists Adam 
Smith and David Ricardo had proposed versions of the 
labour theory of value before, as had many of their followers. 
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But Marx feels that he can offer insights that take things 
much further. First, although other economists had made 
the distinction between use-value and exchange value-what 
a product can be used for, and what it can be sold for- 
Marx _-.c--.- claims .-... -.--.-.- that 1a4~.~.~u~~o-beeeeec~nsidered in a 

ai-Wrmu-.- 

uble-as ect if it is t o m -  L Q ~ ~ ~ C , ~ S , ~ ~ ~ ~ J ~ ~ . - S ~ . ~ W . L C W -  
!!,,.I [ acter. Specifically, that labour must be con- 

' , - -  --,*< 

! .,(! .A-c + sidered both -.., a2 ,,,,,, ' c o ~ ~ e t e , :  labour'.,. and,:abstract labour'. 
C ~ .  J . C.e*m-.:,YA+,---.. - ... . t. - . ,, . . I.. 
.' !, L*' C o n c r e ~ e l a b ( 3 ; ~ ~ x ~ ~ a ~ e ~ ~ , ~ ~ a 1 , ~ . e ~ j ~ ~ ~ ~ b , ~ u r  of a particu- 

--,.-r- ,, ' -' 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ _ F 1 E u d ~ ~ s . e , , c ~ a t i ~ g g . g ~ . ~ d s - ~ ~ ~ ~ .  ..part= hl type ......_. and l . _ _  

p-uu~~se. Abstra,~~&e~rWaxate,s  exchange *Ir--iu .re..IC- value. It has one 
pertinent feature only: its duration. The only pertinent fea- 
ture of the object it creates is its price. Thus, under capital- 

U > ..s 

ism, ,-..--? labour ..*,,. ,-,-.-..-r,,-. is simultaneously --...-...-d- . ': .- b.o.th_abstr:~~h_a,.nd-~~ncre.t:e,~aacb , 

i t~ .pr~o ,duc t_ i~b~o;~ .h-a ,~a , lue_~~n.d ,~n  exchange value. In a 
m-"% 

letter to Engels in 1867, Marx said that the account of the 
'twofold character of labour' is one of 'the best points in my 
book' (M. 564). 

Why should this be so important? The point, perhaps only 
implicit in Capital, ,.. i s - - t - h ~ a ~ . t h e . , ~ t w o f o l d _ ~ a ~ o u r  
iotroduces -.._--. _ ...-_ __-- a p~ss iblw.nf l ic t  -- or division within capital$ - ......,. -.-,,., -- .,*---/.,--. --.-.---.---..-. 

pr~-d.u,~~ti~~n. In producing a use-value, one wants to produce 
an object that fits its purposes well. A shirt should be com- 
fortable, well-fitting, long-lasting and so on. Yet from the 
point of view of exchange value all that matters is what it 
costs, and that similar products can continue to be sold in the 
future. So it is important to make shirts that don't last too 

long. l?roduction . _ . . . r n u s ~ s e m e , . ~ ~ ~ ,  . . . . _ purposes: ... . the -. .?.-- c~ea- . 

use-value and the continuing creation o ie~chan-~&ue .  
.J*-~* l--- . -*"-~'--._-- -..dv----- - . 
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The requirements of the latter may compromise the former, 
frustrating our natures as productive beings (another form 
of alienation). 

This, then, was the first of Marx's major insights into capit- 
alist economics. The second concerns exchange value alone; 
in particular, the question of how it is possible for a capitalist 
to make a profit. Well, we would all like to know the answer 
to that, although in one way it is very straightforward: buy 
cheap, sell expensive (if you can). But this is not enough to 
explain how it is possible for capitalists in general to make a 
profit. That is, how can the whole capitalist economy return a 
profit year after year? This is the question that, according to 
Engels in his speech at Marx's graveside, had baffled all 
previous economists. 

To bring out the problem, consider the contrast between 
two types of economy, both of which involve the production 
of goods and their exchange. In the first, relatively 
undeveloped, economy, individuals produce goods, or, as 
Marx calls them, commodities, then sell them to get the 
money to purchase the commodities they want or need. A 
cobbler may make shoes, and then sell them to acquire the 
money to buy food and clothes. Marx represents this as the 
'circuit of commodities': 

GM-C 

C here stands for commodity, and M for money. The worker 
makes a commodity, sells it for money and then buys and 
consumes other commodities. End of story. 
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Now consider the beha~iour~of the industrial capitalist. He 
or she buys commodities of various sorts. These tend to fall 
into the categories of labour, plant, and raw materials. These, 
in combination, produce a new commodity, which is then 
sold. But clearly there would be no.point in going to all this 
trouble unless the money received at the end of the cycle is 
greater than the money advanced at the start. Thus Marx also 
presents what he calls the 'circuit of capital'. 

M-C-M' 

Here M is the money advanced, C the commodities pur- 
chased, transformed, then sold, and M' the increased 
amount of money received when the produced goods are 
sold. Money advanced for the sake of making a profit is called 
'capital' (hence 'capitalism'). The purest form of this is 
banking, which develops the short and sweet cycle: 

M-M' 

Money is advanced purely with the intention of getting 
an increased sum back, without dirtying one's hands with 
production or sales along the way. 

Now, in M-GM', which, for Marx, is the paradigm of cap- 
italist production, t h ~ i f a l i s ~ a k e s  a profit. Marx's&quesi 

tion &,,. is -r this:. ...A. '.. ..r..c how -*.. r.F ' - i s & Q s s i b l & i f & ~ g * r C e x c b ~ e s  .-.,. +. at ..X.3 its 
value? That is, we know how to make a profit, if we are lucky, - 
in a market of changing prices. But - iQrices re - 
w ~ ~ c f i , t , c ~ ~ ~ f r , o m ?  How does it even get into the 
equation? We must, I think, confess that this is a puzzle. We 
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are so used, now, to the idea that somehow capitalism makes 
positive profits year after year, that 'investments' somehow 
naturally bring 'return', that we forget to ask: where does this 
come from? 

Marx wants us to be properly impressed with this difficulty, 
for he takes himself to be the first person in the history of 
economic thought to have been able to solve it, and spends 
many pages exploring dead-end solutions. Finally he lets us 

into the secret. T h . e r e . , r n ~ . s , ~ - b e ~ ~ ~ s a  a:. -"".,r.--m*+e- commodig w.p.-.-.., which I .- 

creates more , - ,  ,.,a,yo.. .-ALL.. value .N,Lw,.. in ... --:.-.. its ..*ry..G.711r.yr use than .z.l_. ?mwo-w.~m it ~a$< .  &d,, he7.,,tells,, us, 

there is 'a v e r y , ~ p ~ ~ i ~ , , ~ . ~ , m r n . o d i t y  j u s ~ ~ ~ n ~ u r  . l,r.-z,-; =*" .... . . 'I '  ' 

power. Suppose I, Moneybags, the capitalist, hire a worker for 
rB*.,M.. ..' A *  

a day, thus purchasing 'a day's labour power'. How much 
should it cost me? Now schooled, at least from the business 
pages, in elementary economic theory, you might start talk- 
ing about supply and demand; how skilled the job is; how 
scarce the talent needed to do it; and, perhaps, how unpleas- 
ant the task and so on. But,,for..Marx _. all of ... this _ ..,.... is . superficial .A<-. --... ...... 

and the '.., price , -.. of CC. -..-. labour ..-. . .A-. is ultimately . . .  ,de~ermined;.i,n.;the same 
way as the , . , . .  price , . . .  .. of .. any, . . >other ,~,camrn.odity..,,Tbal-i~,~.by ..the 

qu?ntity _ . of -.. socially .. .,.-... .: ...- necessary . . .  . . .  . .  lab~.ur,.power-requre~*~~~.r.~.~ 
reduction. L .,.. ... ~ 

This may seem a strange idea. What is the time it takes to 
produce a day's labour power? Well, it is the time it takes to 
produce the commodities necessary to sustain the worker for 
the day. Not only food, but a contribution to the 'cost of 
housing, clothes, and so on. (In some formulations Marx also 
talks of sustaining the worker's family too, but we can leave 
this complication to one side.) Furthermore, highly trained 
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1 

workers cost more to produce than ordinary ones, and this is hours is surplus labour. Surplus labour creates surplus value, 
why, according on Mam's analysis, they cost more. The cost 1 and on Marx's analysis, surplus value is the source of all 

of training is spread out in their products over an entire profit. It is this that makes the difference between the money 
working life. I advanced and the money received. The p,rpoc~~s.-~f 'extract- I ..I....* -.*<, ,+. 

For Marx, then, labour power is a commodity like any ing' surplus value is called 'exploita~on'. Finally we have 
>-- ----- ,-*,*,. ,+ -r rc- P - - 

other. It can be bought and sold on the market at its value. , 1 armed at the point of Marx's great discovery. Under capital- 

So, to adopt one of the simple models so beloved of econo- 
mists, let us suppose that a worker needs a basket of com- 
modities in order to survive, and that the commodities in the 
basket contain a grand total of four hours of other people's 
labour (i.e. these commodities took four hours to produce 
when everything is added up). The price of the worker then, 
for the day, will be the cost of the commodities in the basket. 
In other words a day's wages will be the amount of money 
sufficient to produce these goods. To create equivalent value 

< qv?- fi the worker must work four hours. This is known as 'necessary 
-Y- 

..I' labour' (not to be confused with the concept of 'socially , s,---=* 

r. necessary labour' introduced earlier). It is in effect what~he 
woxker.needs to do-to create the, value of his ,or her wages Jn 
this exam~le. we said. that amounted to four hours. 

I '  . A .  .--,-< ,"- 

But, of course, Moneybags is hardly going to let the worker 
return home after completing four hours' labour. On the 
contrary, having paid for a whole day's labour, a whole day's 
labour is expected. Let us suppose, in these relatively 
humane times, a day's labour standardly lasts eight hours 
(Marx, himself, was more familiar with a workers who per- 
formed an average of eleven hours a day, six days a week). We 
have heard that the first four hours, which create the value to 
pay wages, is known as necessary labour. The further four 

I ism all profit is ultimately the resultpf the e x p l o i ~ t i ~ . ~  ,pf&e I , ,--.-., xc-r -,c,-" ,,...,.,. " , - ~ . 3 - . , . ' * '  r.:. ,...-..,,.3> "-..",, < 

workers. . -.i For, by this account, there is simply nowhere else for 
I profit to come from. 

Now you may think, either this represents the workers as 
very stupid, or there must be something wrong with Marx's 
analysis. For if workers posses this incredibly valuable thing- 
labour power-why don't they keep it to themselves, or, at 
least sell it for a decent price? 

The reason why they don't keep it to themselves and thus 
harness its full earning potential, says Marx, is that they can't. 

According ....,...i. _ .....,. to . Marx . one . . of the. . ,conditions ... ,,.of-,capi,@lissm:s :.' . .. 

existence is that . . .  , there _- ., must .,. . . bq . a ._. ~lass.~f.yorkers.who .. _ arefrqe 
in an ironic 'double sense'. First, they must be f x e - e - f ~ : ~  

. . . . . . . . . . 7 ,  ..:. . - . .1. ;-.* 

feudal ties, which would otherwise prevent them from enter- 
+.,.-.....*. ..,.- 

ing any sort of market transaction. Second, they, ,m.ust,+.-bq 

'free' .. ,...- . from . . . .. independent , .., access to the me.ans,~f&mod.uc~i.on. .- ".-...',>-w , -. .-.'.-1C'.-'. ' -'I' 

1s  ?the'; w.ords.,they~st.,.b.otbbeabl.~ "i to . - work -.--...__ for ...T---- capitalists , ..___..- 

and need to. They acquiesce in their own exploitation only ' .. -, - ,--.,,.. --5 

because they have no alternative. They cannot work for 
themselves as they have nothing to work on or with, no land 
or other resources. Thus they must hire out their labour 
power to the highest bidder. 

This is nicely illustrated in Marx's tale of 'unhappy Mr Peel': 
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A Mr Peel . . . took with him from England to the Swan River 
district of Western Australia means of subsistence and of pro- 
duction to the amount of &~O,OOO. This Mr Peel even had the 
foresight to bring besides 3,000 persons of the working class, 
men, women, and children. Once he arrived at his destin- 
ation, Mr Peelwas left without a servant to make his bed or 
fetch him water from the river. Unhappy Mr Peel, who pro- 
vided for everything except the export of English relations of 
production to Swan River. (Capital 933) 

In other words, rational individuals who can acquire land for 
themselves, as they could at that time in Western Australia, 
are very likely to choose to do this rather than selling their 
labour power to the capitalists. So, in general, Marx thinks 
that the worker sells his or her labour power only because 
there is no real option. 

Nevertheless, even though they must sell their labour 
power, why so cheap? After all it is a commodity of special 
value, the only thing on the market capable of making a 
profit. And, it seems, potentially a very nice profit too. 
Wouldn't this mean that capitalists in competition with each 
other would try to get as much of it as possible? And wouldn't 
such competition drive up the price, thus giving the workers 
an increasingly decent wage? 

This argument seems no more than a simple application of 
the laws of supply and demand. If labour ly _ I-- is -.I regarded as valu- - - -"c*x~.&~--  

able .....--.-A=W it will be a,.2.., gread~ig$eqand,.aqd ,.- y so- thcprice + v l l l , r ~ ~ I f  
the supply of labour is fixed, as it appears to be-there-.,a;e, 

. ~ L  . .. ,,:. %.:'.~.'..a:.,. ,. , . 4* , y* ," l i  ...& ',:* . .  - .........., . .. , ,",. . l... '>.I - .  . 

after 0_..,,C.7r.:I. all,,:no . ...n_.YI. 'labour .,, _:.. factories'-then it will be very scarce and 
, . L >. .... r, & .. ,:a . , ,  . , . . . . .  - .. .-?*.m 

the~price must rise, even to the, poilptwhere no profit can bg 
%.,. .*. ... ,* .I>-- . .  . .'.Y C ,, A".. i .* *-. .&...,.., , 
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made, a c c o r d i n g t o ~ u ~ o r y .  So, some have argued, Marx 
&quite mistaken. Rather than being a universal feature of 
capitalism, in a properly functioning free market exploitation 
cannot even exist. 

Earlier socialists, convinced that exploitation must exist, 
yet aware of the theory of supply and demand, tried to grap- 
ple with the same, inconvenient, problem. Now, if the supply 
of labour could, somehow, increase in response to increasinc 

V -..__.., 
demand, - this would h-, and thus rescue --- - 
the argumen.tht,t,capjmit&m is exploitative of the workers. 

---.=--...--- =-.-- 

Accordingly some socialists noted that as wages rise the 
standard of living will rise too. This will encourage workers to 
have more children, increasing the labour supply. This, then, 
renders labour less scarce and wages should fall back again. 

Ingenious though this may be, unfortunately it has a 
couple of flaws. First, there is simply no evidence that rising 
standards of living lead people to have more children. If 
anything the reverse seems to be true. Second, even if there 
were such a trend it would take children too long to reach 
the labour force-in Marx's day at least six years! Even this 
is too slow to exert the required downward pressure on 
wages. 

M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w n , s ~ 1 1 ! t i ~ x b , a l s o  .. - c o n c ~ e ~ n , t h ~ - s . g p ~ l y , - ~ f  
labour, but in a vexdifferent way. It starts by considering the . . - . . .-.rr-..,..?-..*V1 --. ' v * , - n r r u l  un.-- -*- vdn 

behaviour of an individual capitalist as wages tend to rise. 
Th~~.8e.inwage~Tivl11.affe,f:tprofitability, I - _ _ ~ . _ ~ . . ~ _ . ~ - I - - - - ~ . - - -  and so the c a s l i s t  

. +- 

will . . become_increasingly desperate to take whateverslps are 
"-__sU,,. ___,,_.._.._ .......--I -.--.,-_I\..\,_ -..,*,-i.-. .-. '*A'-  *'.. .&.. .\.-. .,. 

mo,st.likely.~to~,.restore . ........-. . profits, .. .-. . . . and ... ... A .  if . .. possi,ble .. ,., keep the-edge. 
against competitors. 

. .  .-.*"- . 
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w m  are low i t & a a n J m ~ ! $ g g a _ l ~ m ~ o p 1 e  - 
even -. I -_I._-, when machinery is .-ccrrr- available t ~ f ~ m ~ a m m e  tas,k.. 
Many people will have seen photographs of labourers in 
India, sitting by the side of the road hand-crushing stones 
into gravel, to make ballast for building. A machine could 
perform the labour of hundreds. But if wages are very low 
and machines expensive, why use machines? However as 
wage costs rise what was uneconomic may become economic, 
and the capitalist may start to look for labour-saving machi- 
nery. A powerful Marxist image is that of labourers whose 
final task is to make the machines that will replace them. 

Now, what is rational for one capitalist is likely to be 
,-,.,-,-, ** ,--, . ..-..l-.:-n ... ̂ .". .-._-..- na ..,- ..C- V . -  . . . .. . .__. . . _-_+ ..-l.,c ..-. . - ' * * . I -  - 

0. rational for others too, and, in the face of risingwages,.,ths 
.?b' < I. <.... "." .1.6.: . . ". --.. - .., . ." . -.- ..-. .. ,. -- *-. 

will . be .. a - - general .. . ,. . .. ,,.,,*: move~pe,n~tarutlabou~~c~s.ts~~~purch.~~~_ng ;.., .,- 
- ->...-- - 

~ i ,  labour-saving .. U , l l b L .  - Y- , I  . m a c h i s  Each capitalist acts alone, in pur- 
'.-'YXT,LI -). 

n,F' suit of his or her personal profit. But each capitalist is likely 
i 

k'o act in exactly the same way, inadvertently creating a quite 
~~'Lnintended, but very satisfactory consequence for the capit- 

[ alists. As workers arerepla~cd, ~~-n.n.~~~~&thusJ - f i r d  
,<& 

as no longer needed, this restocks what Marx calls the 
*-ar*..x,rr.'; -. -" --*" '.'W r%.l-%.?Fr.l-"-nw  ̂<,.-37-...*-,w-zm d----.-,-..,+.. .,- ,---*-+- 

'1n.dustrial Reserve AJ of the Unemployed'. Remember 
* ,... *."' -.-- I- .-.*rC-e *. ----- - 

that wages were rising because labour is scarce. Well, in 
response each capitalist takes special measures, which hap- 
pens to lead to the mass redundancy of workers, so that 
labour is no longer scarce. Therefore wages, which rose 
because of labour shortage, will fall back again. The . capitalist .. 

wins . w.r.-.np twice over. .<-.% ...nF Less !..., .,.. -- labour m.l.r.i -....* is .. O.*.--.= needed,and_.n.nw,it - can be* 
Je.s+Marx argues that wages will fall back to their values: 
essentially a subsistence wage. 
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The account of the 'employment cycle' is worth thinking 
about. Marx's %.,, ... theory .. is that the Indu~trial.Rese~g~e._&-~y.~f 

.. _ .  . <, .' , ,,,, *~;t.,.:... .* ~~....~.."-."'-:~----".i 

the *, -."_ Unemployed >, ._. _-. . .-. . . . l . . . .V. .  is essential , **.,, #,.,-,.- to ,-,,,,." the +*.. .= functioning,of,c~pi~lism. ,+.-..,q.,,......,....:.A. c. 

It . acts . ._ as a 'dead-weight' .~---.-,w.-:A to the -.-.w,4..-, aspirations .--.,,. - .- -.-..,..-*... of -.%'- t h%~se . i n  . 
employment. Their wages will always be held down for as 

. . . . ..-* -.nu--. 

long as others want theirjobs. In 'boom' times, the Industrial 
Reserve Army becomes depleted, and wages can rise above 
their values. But the good times cannot last, and mechanisms 
exist, as we have seen, to bring wages back down. 7 :  ).e , 

C I 

This analysis is enormously significant. Fj~~sjiny~lxes-&e, 2 
7-  

claim that capitalism as pa~t."of ,i.ts.. .naturd,.fund~ning, . dw.. ., --. 
i n v o l v ~ ~ m ~ l o y m e n t  %.. +-, -- cycle. a - . , .-a"e There is no tendency to equi- 
librium, either in the short term or long term. Rather the 

economy-has~gbe~ i ' . . . . .  . wderstood in dynamic, terms, ... as-going 
through-r,~gul_a_r~~p,cles. Consequently the politician's Holy 
Grail of permanent full employment is a mirage. As we have 
seen, on Marx's analysis anything close to full employment. ! 
will be a short-term phenomenon. Defences against rising 

h .  

wages see to that. 
, " , ..-,.+- .,....a "..* I (. -- 

Second we should note that workers are also consumers. 
! 

When they are relatively well off they will buy more, fuelling a 
boom, but when-_unemployed their purchasing power virtu- .. . . . . . . _. . - : . ' '  .., , . ..: 

al4ycJisappears. So capitalists will see their salesfall,,-leading 
-. --A-..~-.",L .. - .-.  - , . . . .  . . 

to unsold s tocks,, and i-n, some .cas.es ..p.ushingthern~o~er~~tb,~ . .  ,. 

brink to ruin. 'In these crises there breaks out an epidemic 
, s .  . . .  

that, in all earlier epochs would have seemed an absurdity- 
the epidemic of over-production' (Communist Manifesto 

M. 250). 
In other words, along with the employment cycle goes the 
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t r a d e - ~ l e  of boom and bust. This cycle, brought to Marx's 
\ - -  --Q,",.U~."...."*~** , r,m- . . r 4  

attention by Engels In 1843, has been the bugbear of eco- 
nomics ever since. No economist has ever worked out a way 
of eliminating the destructive cycle of boom and recession. 
Of course, they have found ways of mitigating its effects- 
contrary to Marx's expectation that it would get worse and 
worse-but they can do nothing to eliminate it entirely. If 
Marx is right this is only to be expected. 

Finally it is worth commenting on a humanist plea, 
beloved of the sort of people who write 'why, oh why?' letters 
to newspapers. In times of high unemployment it is also 
common to find people working long hours, or, at least, 
longer than they would prefer. Suppose we have l o  per cent 
unemployment and a 40-hour week. Time and time again it 
is discovered that, if only we were to cut the working week by 
the right proportion, we could eliminate unemployment. So 
why don't we do this? 

One answer is that, in a capitalist economy, there is no one 
in charge to bring this about. But Marx's more theoretical 
answer would be that the proposal is, in any case, impossible. 
Eliminating ..., c ..,* unemployment means that the capitalist cannot 

+ .. . ,,,,,, :,, .,, -.:,s.u.r: -.,: .,,,,,,,,,,... c .x~-~.-r-;.n...r--w"ua .- .:. . . .  , ')>- 

meaningfully .,.."7.-A--. >-.:%. . ..,,w.:.,wd,~ threaten + ..v+--~-- thq,yo.&e,r-,~th ." . v"Nnni the sack. I"t thus elim- 
=z..-.--. 

inates the capitalist's bargaining advantage, and so would 
inevitably lead to rising wages and improving working condi- 

ment in order to be profitable. And it containssrnechanism_~~ 
, .  . >  - .  

that wili achieve a,-- this. --.. .-,a No a m o u z o f  letter writing to the 
newspapers will make any difference, or even following the 
instructions in the letters. If we were to have an economy of 
permanent full employment it would not be capitalism. 

Now, it might be objected that there is something very 
puzzling indeed about all this. If all profit copes from labour .- . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -. . . . . . . .  .. 

shouldn't_it beequite irrational for a capitalist to laxoff work- 
- .  . . .-. . . ..i.i . -. . , - -. ,..- TT.-:̂ -.r, : . -,..,.L-.\v .: ,-m, . - .  - ".: 

ers and replace them .wifi-&i~~e s...,, wouldn't this 'be a way 
.,., . . , .. , 

of reducing profits rather than increasing them? 
Marx's answer to this is: yes and no. Consider the 

behaviour of an individual capitalist. This person buys com- 
modities to allow production to take place. These constitute 
the costs of production, and the capitalist calculates profits as 
a percentage of all costs, whether the money is spent on 
wages, machinery, raw materials, power or whatever. No cap- 
italist calculates with the Labour Theory of Value in mind, 
assuming that profit only comes from labour. Consequently a 
saving is a saving, wherever it comes from, and potentially 
can add to profits. Provided that revenues remain steady any 
reduction in costs means a rise in profits. 

So, it seems, capitalists can increase their wrofits bv cutting. .. , . .. . -  , .. ..a<. A ./.>,., .-.-.m.:, -. . . .  ~ , ' . . , . , . , , .  0 

their -.. . .. labour 'force, provided that they buy_l,abLo,ur~a$ng. 
.r+., . .*. .i u-..-w ,.+-v,\,*.." ..*-* :-*"* . ,.,-. .*,..- ".' 32>:s', .-'. 

machinew But isn't this to concede that Marx must be 
*..*,,- 

tions. While a marked improvement for the worker, this I wrong in believing that labour is the source of all profit? Not 
would be a disaster for the capitalist, who would start looking so fast! Marx's I argument ,., .e,-,,c.., ., %.a , ,,,.. is ,<. that ,,,. , v .... while .,-,- ,-.-..,... labour ,. -3-.-.-~2~. - is ....= the ...-.-- source - ....7.e..cb-.. of ,* 
for labour saving machinery again. So the whole filthy all %I profit .: -.,. . ..*:2Y.. in '. .. .. the . . . .., ,,,~ economy .,.,. .,,, .,,..-.. . -..- as . -.-. a .-- whole :...-:.-- .. --2, where .,... ..:. .,,, .-,.- that , ,,.,-, profit .,,...----r~, is 
business starts again. cr,eated .% ~ -. may . ... ., ..X-lrCl-.+,-. not be where FP .*.- --...--.--... it is reaged. l- And we should see the 

The ... moraL.ofAe . . stary is-that, capitalism .. . . needs unem~?_&'- sense in this. Otherwise it would foI1ow that Iabour-intensive 
* .. .- I 
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industries, such as hand-made lace, would be incredibly prof- 
itable, whereas highly mechanized industries, such as oil 
refining, would be barely profitable at all. Consequently we 
need to think on an economy-wide basis. Wile.,an-i.ndivid.ua1, 
capitalist .- ... .. .. _. . . . m,ay _,F..._l...- be able~o~incyease _ _  ...__.,. his ._ ..,- or ____ her .. ._ . profits ..._ -_-_ ,-:. .. by . . -. cutting . . .. . '.,-..- 

labour, . ..%. , -,C-,,u.t: ultimately . . .-) I.-.W. .-.T.rU.-l other capitalists .,< '.. --- -..,... will suffer. There will be 
-*-..sl)l*-r~.~w" 

less total profit in the economy, even though our hero, who 
has just laid off some workers, and now has a lean, slim 
labour force, will be able to get a larger share of it, or at least 
until the competition catches up. 

This is an example of the classic structure in game theory 
known as the multi-person Prisoners' Dilemma. What is per- --, e 

feqtly , _ rational , - ..-- fo_r_i~@i+prerson, taken individually, can be a . . ----, 

disaster for~.th~cQue,(;~ve,~as~a~wh~le~~when _--C-_r, it represents _ _ .--- _a 
general-pawn-_of behaviour. This is a very common prob - - - ~ ~ . . .  
I;;, and is the reason, for example that left to themselves 
fishermen will in some cases overfish stocks to the point of 
extinction. It is rational for any individual fisherman to try to 
increase yields as much as possible, even in the face of falling 
catches. But if everyone does this we fall into a spiral of 
decline. It remains individually rational to catch as many fish 
as possible, but collectively terrible when everyone does this. 

on,tkis--~a~allpsi~Sth~~a,r>i~lists are in a similar dilemma. '.' ' - .  ... ,b ,,r-h;-^.l-c: . .7..-.. -. . .. - 
Each .. ., _ . .  wapp .,*. to . - . . .  increase ._I.. profits, ,,,. ........ . *.-. and C .----" with ...,. ?. , '-..-.) wages ..rr.r.-; rising ._-. ..-..-------- must cut 

, l a b ~ u r  ,, .Vv.-. costs .... .. . But ~hen,everyo.ne doesthis *it. means. & a l & - ~  
proportion of money spent on labour costs is reduced. This, 

<, *-. ,. . -*..,-..*-'." -.--, , "-- ..-.,? ..7..-..-"- ----- w .-.----".---.- -..*3.---..- - ' . - 
in ..,,,-,,." turn ...b :.A. r n e a n ~ a ~ f ~ ~ a t - e _ ~ ~ ~ r @ ~ j , " & , h ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ y . ~ ~ ~ 1 ~  
And this, indeed, is what Marx predicts. As ., :., more . . and m0 . r~  

is -__- spent ., .?l.. . on .. increasingly advanced machinery and, a s 2  ., ., ,.*- , ,.. - ..-.w .*. -.+. . . -.-,-- - ---.--w.,m.. .-..-. . .-. - .-*.., .? .,-, ." ..----.",."- 

proportion, l e s s . o 1 2 1 a b o u a , w e . . c ~ g ~ ~ ~ e c ~ , t h e ; r a t e  
orprofit to fall. Of course there are many further complica- 
t%ds, but this, it least, is at the heart of Marx's supposed 'law 
of the falling rate of profit'. Marx appears to argue that over 
time the rate of profit under capitalism will fall . . . and fall 
. . . and fall. (Is he right in this prediction? It turns out that 
the rate of profit is actually a very hard thing to measure, and 
there seems little undisputed evidence one way or the other.) 

We have seen two complementary threats to capitalism. In 
addition to the falling rate of profit we have see,n&rx:s .. . . .  . . .. ~ :,., .,., , .., . -<: .. -*-- .. .- :><, ---* ., *. .,~ -..*-7. .*.",-,. . .. w.,r'.'-'.' 

analysis o f  ths..o.~U~gs-~&. C~p~~listsrisi~.,w$l~,~~ll~w . , 
capitalist .cri,sis and with the incre,a,~~n~ob~a1,aZ.at~..o.n~.,of ., . . . ,,., .*., , . ',.,.,* . <. .,-,*.:< ..... :a=,,-:,.-.- 

trade, and . g r o , ~ n g r c o m m d ~ . c a t i ~ ~ ~ f , f , d l l l a ~ ~ ~ , f i . e e s ~ ~ a ~ ~  
one will be m,ore damaging than i . t spd . ece~>~&. In  sum, :. . . . . . ". . . . : .A,.. .i..*, p r r r  ...,i. --Qr 

then, the natural, .a % 

..... functioning :....-'-...jd. a, , - . ,  -*.*.+ of capitalism - .  .. ..*- ..., ,... .,r+,,: means -.,.-.*.. ,,-," .,.,. thatit .-,,. ,. ..,. >.,. is - a 
system in .. terminal .. ., .. - -..-..--.:..-.---.+.v,e..e decline; like so many of  i . ~  .pr@.q.s it,.has 
built-in . , .  . pbsolescence. , . ... ... . - .*,. + .*.,-+, ~ventua1l~'it becomes so weak that it 
will be vulnerable to revolutionary overthrow. 

Recall that we began examining Marx's economic theory 
as an adjunct to his theory of history. Just as feudalism was 
taken over by capitalism, capitalism will be replaced by com- 
munism. We have seen, now, why Marx thinks that capitalism 
will come to end. At the-highes~levelof .absKacti~n -.itq fds, 

because, -..,. .eventualJy.it*.$!.l,fct,terr +-.yt,v.-- the develcyment ---. . .llw *Clryiyrr..8.8.., of thexro- ,. _ .  ,Fjl 

ductiv?. L-a . forces,!n.,morede ,' - -  tail v~k.fal~~.~g,~ai~.~~f4Lefi~nd 
increasing tendency to crisis does the harm. But why is any of 
,,,, . 8 - - . ,, .,, - -  -----ra-l* ..,-.,,," ,,,. ,w 

. this a reason for thinking that communism will come on the 
scene? That is our next topic. 


